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This project’s objective was to create a computer simulations using
3D modeling/rendering and the virtual reality modeling language
(VRML). As a team, we developed a project simulating a
walkthrough in a museum building with various galleries. For my
part, I designed a simulation of a reconfigurable virtual exhibition
displaying Harley Davidson motorcycles, and walkthrough in its
various configurations. The entire exhibit presented Harley
Davidson motorcycles within their production timeline. My projet
proposed that users were able to reconfigure the exhibition layout
by chosing a 25-year period of the motorcyle production, which
presented different combination of “factories”, “engines”, “accessories and ”posters”. Each exhibition configuration, then, presented
different combination of developments such as construction of
factories, innovation of new engines and design of accessories,
and new marketing strategies (with posters). The project also allow
virtual walk-throughs in the selected exhibition configurations.
The images used in the project were obtained from the official
Harley Davidson web-site and the images were implemented in a
computer modeled exhibiton environment using Form Z. The
simulations were programmed by using Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML).

Project:

VIRTUAL REALITY EXHIBITION ON HARLEY
DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLES TIMELINE
Role: Project Designer/Team Member

An Harley Davidson motorcyle image
from the web database

User menu to select
the exhibition group to
be virtually visited

One of the reconfigurable layouts in the virtural exhibition proposed

Snapshots from virtual reality walkthrough in a 3D modeled-rendered exhibition environment
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For the term project of the Museum Studies Seminar course,
my group was asked to develop an exhibition for the Detroit
Historical Society, using a personal archive on the Chene
Street neighborhood of Detroit, which inhabited immigrant
workers of the auto industry in the past century. The archive
on the Chene Street included the documents, photographs
and objects collected from people who once lived in that
neighborhood. Examining the themes this collection may
represent and the meaning it can convey, my group focused
on the six themes that may have characterized the community life in the past century of the Chene Street: “Ethnicity,”
“Work,” “Politics,” “Community Associations,” “Crime” and
“Chene Street: Urban Landscape.”
The collection pieces are grouped under these six themes,
and thus the exhibition layout consisted of six sections
focusing on those themes. As an exhibition technique,
displays in those thematic sections were to combine various
types of objects, such as photographs, objects and
documents, and convey the content through making reminders and asking questions evoked by those images. My role in
the project was to lead organizing the content material within
aforementioned themes, and structuring a narrative through
the concepts that provide connections among the main
themes, as well as suggesting the potential viewing
sequences through the exhibition sections.

Project

EXHIB IT PROPOSAL FOR “REMEMBERING/
REINVENTING THE COMMUNITY IN CHENE STREET
DETROIT
Role: Concept Development and Exhibition Layout
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This work was part of an NSF funded exhibition project for the
Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum (a children science museum in
Ann Arbor, MI.). The exhibition project’s goal was to present
to K-12 children the processes that bring a consumer product
to market. This project was planned to be implemented in
three exhibits that focused on “product development”, “manufacturing” and “marketing.” I participated in the conceptual
development of all these exhibits and primarily led a team that
designed and built the first exhibit on the “product development.” The first part of the exhibit project, “product development” exhibit was designed to present the educational
content through the interactive designing of a daily use
product, “pen.” The exhibit kiosk was an oversized “mug”
containing colorful and oversized pens in it and housed a
computer screen where children interactively design “pens” in
a computer game. This exhibit has still been on-view at the
Arbor Hands-On Museum for two years. (See the figure below
for two photos of this exhibit.)

Project

EXHIB IT KIOSK ON “PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: A PEN”
FOR THE ANN ARBOR HANDS-ON MUSEUM
Role: Exhibit Design-Built Team Leader
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My doctoral research concerns the effects of museum gallery
layouts on visitors’ space use and content presentation. As
part of the preparation for my dissertation research, I ran pilot
studies of analyzing visibility relations in space and visitors’
movement in the Ann Arbor Hands-on Museum and University of Michigan Museum of Art. The visibility analysis of these
museums demonstrated how visibility structure is engendered by layout characteristics, such as open plan arrangement of the Hands-On museum versus room to room organization of the art museum. The visibility analysis results are
compared with the visitors’ movement in the Hands-On
Museum. This comparison showed that: (1) Fragmented
visual information in the galleries motivate visitors spend
longer time at the exhibitions; possibly due to distraction from
the displays; (2) Visitors do not more towards wide open
visible areas, but more drawn to visually obstructed areas.

Thesis

PILOT STUDIES ON VISIBILITY PROPERTIES & VISITORS’
SPACE USE IN VARIOUS MUSEUM LAYOUTS
Role: Principal Investigator

U of M - 2 0 0 4 - 2 0 0 8 , P h D. i n A r c h i t e c t u r e
My Ph.D thesis explores the influence of museum gallery
layouts on exhibition narratives and visitors’ space use
patterns. This exploration focuses on the art museum gallery
layouts offering multiple routes for navigation and visually
linking galleries across space through atria. The research
aims to understand the potentials in various configurations of
gallery partitions and atria. These potentials are sought in the
network of physical (permeable) and visual connections
between rooms/places.
For the research investigation of this thesis, three art museums are chosen as a case study: the Yale Center for British
Art designed by L. Kahn, the New Museum of Modern Art by
Y. Taniguchi, and the High Museum of Art by R. Meier and R.
Piano.

Thesis

INFLUENCE OF MUSEUM GALLERY LAYOUT ON EXHIBITION
NARRATIVES AND SPACE-USE PATTERNS: An Inquiry On
the Yale Center For British Art, the Museum of Modern
Art and the High Museum Of Art
Role: Principal Investigator
The research investigation uses data on permeability + visibility
relationships and visitors’ space use patterns. The permeability +
visibility relationships are simulated by computer generated spatial
analysis, while the visitors’ data is collected through unobtrusive
tracking and timing studies conducted in the three museums.

YALE CENTER OF BRITISH ART: DESIGN SHAPING
EXHIBITION NARRATIVES AND SPACE-USE PATTERNS

RESEARCH FINDINGS

LAY O U T

PRESENTING THE EXHIBITION NARRATIVES
The YCBA’s gallery room arrangements unfold visual information along
promenades around the atria, and exposes visitors with a wide array of
views. This relaxes the highly structured narrative of the exhibition by
facilitating visually comparisons of displays with those actually visited.
This brings a layer of visual and aesthetic narrative blended in architecture, in addition to the narrative structured within the collection’s historical interpretation.

axial line analysis and graph representation

SHAPING VISITORS’ SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
The visitors’ movement is distributed along the spaces unfolding visual
information towards a wide array of locations in gallery space, through
which visitors are able to grasp the entire layout most easily. This means
along their navigation, visitors can always glance at the art in remote
parts than the actually visited space. This makes visitors expose to
visual information of art and architecture, without isolating them much
from the rest of the layout.

SCRIPT

Visitors focused viewing art is also predicted by availability of visual
information, while the art itself works as attractor. This means, visitors
view art in the locations they navigate while they are attracted to a
number of significant displays.
Visitors get cognizant of the entire gallery environment along their
navigation as visual information becomes generously and often
available through atria openings.

VISIBILITY

interpretation of exhibition content

All these suggest that the YCBA’s gallery layout facilitate visitors viewing
art and getting cognizant of space and architecture as they navigate.
This defines the museum visit experience through synergistic effect of
art and architecture.

how easily (fewest steps) one can grasp entire layout

visitors’ movement paths

visitors’ stops for viewing displays

S P A C E - U SE

how much one can see the neighboring locations

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART DESIGN SHAPING
EXHIBITION NARRATIVES AND SPACE-USE PATTERNS

RESEARCH FINDINGS

LAY O U T

PRESENTING THE EXHIBITION NARRATIVES
Through matrix of rooms opened up each other in multiple directions, the
MoMA’s gallery layout facilitates visual comparisons among the art work
displayed in the adjacent rooms. In this way, the gallery layout helps the
museum present complex relationships among styles and movements of
the Late Modern and Pre-contemporary art.

axial line analysis and graph representation

The gallery floor’s general organization is quite linear, and the recommended sequence presents the chapter rooms in a still chronological
order. This maintains the museum’s conventional interpretation of the
Late Modern and Pre-contemporary art based on mainly chronological
development, despite the explored complexities at the scale of adjacent
room relationships.

SCRIPT

SHAPING VISITORS’ SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
The visitors’ movement follows the visual information unfolding through
a room-by-room sequence. This means visitors move quite predictably
and consistent with the art work placed using visual connections among
the rooms. The information of layout and art work makes a synergistic
effect on visitors’ navigation. On the other hand, visitors focus viewing
art in the visually isolated places, while popular works of art attract
visitors’ attention.

VISIBILITY

interpretation of exhibition content

Visitors get cognizant of the entire gallery environment only in few
instances where the atrium opens up the gallery information by allowing
vista in museum space. All these suggest that the MoMA’s gallery layout
intensifies visitors’ interaction with art, while facilitating cognizance of
the entire museum space and architecture only in few instances. In the
museum visit experience, art and architecture appear as competing
properties.

how easily (fewest steps) one can grasp entire layout

S P A C E - U SE

how much one can see the neighboring locations

visitors’ movement paths

visitors’ stops for viewing displays

LAY O U T

HIGH MUSEUM OF ART (ATLANTA): DESIGN SHAPING
EXHIBITION NARRATIVES AND SPACE-USE PATTERNS

graph representation

RESEARCH FINDINGS

PRESENTING THE EXHIBITION NARRATIVES
The HMA’s gallery layout presents a hybrid spatial logic formed by two
gallery wings buildings designed at different times and by different
architects. This layout presents American Modern art, Contemporary Art
and Self-taught art in quite segregated parts of the layout which eventually intersects to present commonalities and visual affinities among the
works of these three genres. The visual connectivity among the rooms
emphasizes the visual affinities among the works of art at the gallery
room level. The central alley connecting the two wings is where the art
can be surveyed in the most convenient relationship with the displays of
different genre, located on the periphery of the layout.
The availability of visual affinities at room level makes collection thematically accessible for a wide group of visitors.

SCRIPT

axial line analysis

SHAPING VISITORS’ SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
The visitors’ movement is channeled through the central alley connecting the two wings, while the focused viewing occurs at the peripheral
and visually more isolated galleries.
This effect of layout coincides with the thematic structure of the
narratives: the visually isolated galleries provide a more structured i.e.
chronologically organized exhibition while the displays around the
central alley, which is connected to other parts most directly, brings a
less saliently related pieces mostly due to their visual affinities.
Due to different influences of layout on visitors’ display viewing and
movement, museum visit experience dissects the interaction with art
from predominant navigation patterns, visitors engage with art in
different instances than they walk around and get the cognizance of
museum space and displays.
The HMA’s layout provide a variety of experiences and thus embraces a
broad groups of visitors.

VISIBILITY

interpretation of exhibition content

how easily (fewest steps) one can grasp entire layout

S P A C E - U SE

how much one can see the neighboring locations

visitors’ movement paths

visitors’ stops for viewing displays
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